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Abstract: Atmospheric near-surface stress and boundary layer wind responses to surface currents
are examined with high resolution coupled atmosphere–ocean models over the Gulf Stream during
winter. Because the ocean and atmosphere are linked through surface stress, the two fluids can
cause dramatic changes through feedback processes. When the current feedback is included, we
find that the current gradient in the cross-wind direction drives the stress curl pattern and wind
curl pattern to have minima and maxima at locations matching those of the ocean surface vorticity
pattern. Furthermore, we find the large- (>30 km) and small-scale, or submesoscale (<30 km), stress
curl and wind curl responses to ocean surface vorticity are complimentary; however, the large-
and small-scale wind divergence responses are counteractive. These responses (commonly called
coupling coefficients) are found to depend on the relative position to the Gulf Stream maximum
current. Throughout the atmospheric boundary layer, we find including the current feedback also
leads to changes in the atmospheric secondary circulation on either side of the Gulf Stream extension.
The winter seasonal means suggest the current feedback will impact climate, and investigating
individual events, such as an atmospheric front passing over the Gulf Stream, suggests the current
feedback will also impact the intensity of weather.

Keywords: ocean currents; wind stress; current feedback; atmosphere and ocean coupled modeling;
marine atmospheric boundary layer; secondary wind circulation; vorticity; submesoscale

1. Introduction

High-resolution, coupled ocean–atmosphere models are sensitive to both the thermo-
dynamic and dynamic sea state. Thermodynamically, the atmosphere responds to changes
in the sea surface temperature (SST) and the ocean responds to air–sea heat fluxes [1–5].
The SST feedback and thermodynamic coupling between the ocean SST and the atmosphere
generally acts to decrease the wind speed, and subsequently the wind stress, over cool
water, and to increase it over warm water [5,6]. Many studies [6–8] have determined that
the curl of the surface wind stress is linearly correlated with the crosswind component of
the SST gradient, particularly over SST fronts.

Dynamically, the atmospheric surface winds respond to changes in the surface currents
and the ocean is forced by wind stress, which is related to the vertical shear of horizontal
motion [9]. As such, current feedback refers to the two-way coupling that includes changes
to the atmospheric surface winds and stress, as well as changes to the surface currents.
When the current feedback is included, the wind stress is calculated using surface-relative
winds instead of absolute winds (winds relative to the fixed Earth). Current feedback acts
to reduce the mean surface stress when ocean currents are moving in the same direction
as the wind, and increase the mean surface stress when ocean currents are moving in the
opposite direction as the wind; stress is a function of wind shear. Additionally, changes
in surface stress lead to changes in winds, with a weaker surface stress allowing winds to
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accelerate due to the changed boundary conditions having a larger impact [8]. Including
current feedback in a fully coupled model can also lead to changes in stress curl, energy
transfer between the atmosphere and the ocean, Ekman pumping, and the Gulf Stream
path [3,6,8,10].

Recent modelling studies have been used to examine the interaction of currents and
surface stress through feedbacks. For example, Ref. [11] used idealized mesoscale eddies to
find that current-related modification of surface stress (as opposed to temperature influ-
ences) was primarily responsible for stress-induced vertical motion in the ocean, known
as Ekman pumping, although they noted that western boundary currents with strong SST
gradients are an exception. Refs. [10,12,13] found that surface currents of ocean eddies
induce a curl of the stress in the opposite rotation from the current, qualitatively consistent
with the expectations in [11]. They also confirmed that the feedbacks associated with SST
gradients are very small compared to the feedbacks associated with current gradients for
applications of eddy kinetic energy and vertical motion; however, SST gradient feedbacks
are important for eddy propagation [14]. Ref. [12] provided the first demonstration that
the atmosphere responds to current-induced changes in surface stress, finding that the
rate of change of stress due to currents is reduced when the current feedback is included.
This reduction is also dependent on how waves influence surface stress [8]. Similarly,
wave–current interactions [15,16] are expected to influence not only surface currents, but
will also likely impact surface stress.

The current feedback impact on the atmospheric dynamics has only begun to be
studied within high-resolution, both spatially and temporally, coupled models that include
both the thermodynamic and dynamic feedbacks. Non-fully coupled models, such as
ocean-only models, are only capable of capturing part of the current feedback, although
modified surface wind parameterizations could be utilized in ocean-only simulations [17].
Conversely, coupled models are dependent on the surface fluxes, and some parameteri-
zations are known to be influenced by waves [8]. However, the sea state dependency of
stress remains highly controversial, with very different dependencies suggested in recent
studies [15,16]. For this study, we focus only on a model that is dependent on wind speed
and boundary layer dynamic stability (i.e., not dependent on sea state).

As discussed above, previous studies have generally focused on the near-surface
impacts due to the direct impact from the current feedback. Neglecting the current feedback
could also contribute significantly to obtaining inaccurate and unrealistic model results
above the atmospheric log layer. This study aims to provide further insight into the
atmospheric dynamic response to the current feedback by focusing on two primary goals.
First, we will provide further understanding of the separate current feedback impacts to
the surface winds and stresses by separating the responses (i.e., coupling coefficients) into
small-scale (<30 km) vs. large-scale (>30 km). Second, we will provide new insight into the
dynamic response to the current feedback impacts throughout the atmospheric boundary
layer. We also present new results related to the dynamic responses both at the surface
and throughout the boundary layer based on the relative position of the maximum current
within the Gulf Stream extension.

This paper is organized by describing the coupled modelling framework and the model
experiments in Section 2. The small-scale vs. large-scale atmospheric surface wind and
stress responses to the current feedback are presented in Section 3.1, along with the physical
processes driving these responses. Atmospheric secondary circulations throughout the
atmospheric boundary layer consisting of surface divergence and vertical motion that are
produced in response to the current feedback are presented in Section 3.2. The discussion
in Section 4 provides an overview and conceptual diagram of the primary and secondary
impacts of the current feedback on the atmospheric dynamics on either side of the Gulf
Stream extension, followed by the conclusions in Section 5.
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2. Methods
2.1. Model Description

The regional high-resolution coupled modeling system used in this study was the Cou-
pled Ocean–Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System (COAMPS), version 5.8. COAMPS
consists of three modeling components: the Navy Coastal Ocean Model (NCOM), the
COAMPS atmospheric model (COAMPS_ATM), and a wave model that the user can
choose from. COAMPS allows for uncoupled, two-way, and three-way coupling between
the ocean, atmospheric, and wave modeling components. The modeling components
are integrated together through the Earth System Modeling Framework (ESMF) interface,
as described by [18]. As discussed in the Introduction, we are not considering the sea
state dependency on stress or currents in this study; therefore, the wave model was not
included. For this study, only two-way coupling between the atmosphere and the ocean
was considered, with the atmospheric and ocean model domains shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The three nested atmospheric domains (purple) and the single ocean domain (red) used
in the COAMPS model simulations. The nested atmospheric domains have grid spacings of 18 km,
6 km, and 2 km. The ocean domain has a grid spacing of 0.02◦.

2.1.1. COAMPS Atmospheric Model

The atmospheric model component was COAMPS_ATM version 5.4 [19]. The atmo-
spheric simulations were performed on a Lambert conic conformal map projection centered
on 37◦ N and 73◦ W consisting of 3 nests, with two-way nesting (Figure 1). The grid
spacings of the nests were: 18 km (124 × 107 grid points), 6 km (287 × 233 grid points),
and 2 km (615 × 487 grid points). Each atmospheric grid used 60 vertically-stretched
levels. The outer nest used a 60 s time step, while the inner nests used a 3:1 time step ratio.
The COAMPS_ATM configuration was set up with the following parameterizations: the
Mellor and Yamada level 2.5 planetary boundary layer scheme [20]; the Fu–Liou radiation
scheme [21,22] to calculate solar and longwave fluxes; and the Kain–Fritsch convective
parameterization scheme [23,24] in the outer 18 km nest, while the inner nests had the
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convective parameterization turned off (convection was explicit rather than parameterized).
Atmospheric data assimilation was turned off. Initial and lateral boundary conditions
for the outer 18 km nest were updated every 3 h from the 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ U.S. Navy Global
Environmental Model (NAVGEM [25]).

2.1.2. NCOM Ocean Model

The ocean model component was NCOM version 4.5 [26]. The ocean simulations
were performed on a spherical map projection within the 2 km atmospheric grid domain.
A single 0.02◦ grid was used with 576 × 340 grid points. The ocean grid used a 30 s
time step and had 50 vertical levels, including 35 sigma levels. The Mellor–Yamada Level
2.5 turbulent (boundary layer) scheme [20] was used to parameterize the vertical mixing,
and the 3rd order upwind scheme was used for advection of tracers [27]. Similar to
COAMPS_ATM, ocean data assimilation was turned off within this study. Initial and
boundary conditions were updated every 3 h from the 1/12◦ U.S. Navy Global Ocean
Forecast System (GOFS 3.1, [28]), which is comprised of the global Hybrid Coordinate
Ocean Model (HYCOM) two-way coupled with the Community Ice CodE (CICE, [29]). The
ocean model was forced with wind stress, precipitation, sea level pressure, and surface
heat fluxes from the atmospheric model.

2.1.3. Coupling

In this model setup, ocean–atmosphere coupling was only active within the 2 km
ocean domain. The 18 and 6 km atmospheric nests were run as atmospheric-only models
(i.e., not coupled to NCOM); therefore, the ocean surface forcing fields were obtained
from GOFS 3.1. The coupled ocean–atmosphere model simulations were run with a 6 min
coupling interval between the atmosphere and ocean, and with hourly output fields. The
surface momentum and turbulent heat fluxes were calculated within COAMPS_ATM using
the SST field from NCOM and the COARE 2.5b formulation [30,31]. The vector wind stress
(
⇀
τ ) is expressed as follows:

⇀
τ = ρ

⇀
u∗
∣∣∣⇀u∗∣∣∣ (1)

where ρ is the air density and
⇀
u∗ is the friction velocity. Friction velocity depends on the

turbulent state of the atmosphere [32], which is related to the roughness of the surface,
wind speed, and boundary layer stability, and is defined as:

⇀
u∗
∣∣∣⇀u∗∣∣∣ = ( k

ln(z/z0)− ψ

)2⇀
U(z)

∣∣∣∣⇀U(z)
∣∣∣∣ = CD(z)

⇀
U(z)

∣∣∣∣⇀U(z)
∣∣∣∣ (2)

where
⇀
U(z) is the vector wind at height z (10 m), k is von Karman’s constant, z0 is the

roughness length, ψ is the profile stability function, and CD is the bulk transfer coefficient
for momentum (drag coefficient) at height z. The vector stress within COAMPS_ATM is
therefore determined as follows:

⇀
τ = ρCD10

∣∣∣∣⇀U10

∣∣∣∣⇀U10 (3)

where 10 represents z = 10 m. Hereafter the 10 will be excluded in CD10.
The vector wind at 10 m can be defined in two different ways: the absolute wind

(
⇀
U10abs), which is relative to the fixed earth, or the surface-relative wind (

⇀
U10rel), which

is relative to surface currents (
⇀
Ucurr). The relationship between the absolute and surface-

relative winds is defined as
⇀
U10rel =

⇀
U10abs −

⇀
Ucurr. As discussed in the Introduction,

ocean surface currents can significantly modify the wind stress and curl of the surface
stress through the current feedback. To investigate the current feedback impacts, the ocean
surface currents were added as a feedback variable passed from NCOM to COAMPS_ATM,
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which allows for the
⇀
U10rel term to be calculated within COAMPS_ATM. This feedback is in

addition to the already existing SST feedback from NCOM to COAMPS_ATM. The vector
stress for the simulations that include the current feedback is then determined as follows:

⇀
τ = ρCD

∣∣∣∣⇀U10abs −
⇀
Ucurr

∣∣∣∣(⇀
U10abs −

⇀
Ucurr

)
= ρCD

∣∣∣∣⇀U10rel

∣∣∣∣⇀U10rel (4)

2.2. Experiments

For this study, the model simulations were run from 1 November 2015–1 March 2016
over the Gulf Stream region, with hourly model outputs. Similar to the approach by [33],
this includes a one-month model spin up during November, followed by a three-month
analysis time period from December through February. Generally, a full season is sufficient
for analysis to provide robust results and insight into the submesoscale impacts [34–36].
As we will show, the seasonal means presented here compare well with other studies
that include multiple years. Additionally, having only one full season for analysis allows
for more frequent model outputs, which are critical in determining physical processes
associated with individual events. A winter time period was chosen because the upper
ocean is much more turbulent with a large amount of submesoscale features during winter
months [37,38]. This enhanced activity allows for the impact of the submesoscale features
to be more easily explored. Two coupled atmosphere–ocean model experiments were
performed with the only difference being in the definition of wind input in the surface
stress calculation. The first simulation (a2o2) only included the SST feedback and computed

the surface stress using
⇀
U10abs, which is relative to the fixed earth. The second simulation

(a2o2-cfb) included both the SST feedback as well as the current feedback and computed

the surface stress using
⇀
U10rel , which is relative to surface currents.

2.3. Spatial Filtering

To examine the separate impacts between the small-scale (submesoscale) and large-
scale processes, a high-pass Gaussian spatial filter was applied to the model output fields.
Different cutoff values, or smoothing lengths, have been used in previous studies to examine
the ocean submesoscale impacts, ranging from 12.5 km [35] to 30 km [39] to 50 km [38,40].
For this study, a 30 km cutoff value was selected. For a given field (x), the large-scale field
is defined as the spatially smoothed field after applying the Gaussian filter with a standard
deviation of 30 km (|x|), and the small-scale field is the residual x′ = x− |x|.

3. Results
3.1. Atmospheric Surface Impacts

The winter-time seasonal means of the ocean surface currents and vector surface
stress over the Gulf Stream region are shown in Figure 2. Over the Gulf Stream extension,
when the current feedback is included, there is a slight reduction in the current and stress
magnitude due to the winds having a positive vector component aligned with the currents.
Conversely, over the Gulf Stream path closer to the coastline, when the current feedback is
included, there is a slight increase in the current and stress magnitude due to the winds
having a negative vector component aligned with the currents. As expected, including the
current feedback leads to an overall slight reduction in the winter-time seasonal mean of
the current velocity (0.01 m s−1), as well as in the stress magnitude (0.005 N m−2) over the
Gulf Stream region.
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Figure 2. Winter-time seasonal mean of surface currents (shading) and vector winds (arrows) for the
a2o2 (left) and a2o2-cfb (right) model simulations over the Gulf Stream region. The current velocity
at 0.8 m s−1 is contoured and the seasonal mean surface current magnitude is shown in the top left of
the panels.

To further explore the winter-time seasonal mean differences in the two simulations,
PDFs of the primary surface parameters related to the current feedback are shown in
Figure 3. The general trends in the PDFs for the two simulations are similar; however, there
are key differences at the more extreme values. When the current feedback is included
(orange lines) there is a narrower distribution at the more extreme surface current and wind
stress magnitudes, and a wider distribution at the more extreme wind speed magnitudes.
These results, in agreement with previous studies (i.e., [12]), imply the current feedback
leads to a reduction in the mean current and stress magnitude, and an increase in the mean
wind speed magnitude.
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Along with the changes in the surface current, stress, and wind fields, the inclusion
of the current feedback also modifies the stress curl and wind curl based on the ocean
surface vorticity (i.e., surface current curl). Corresponding to Figure 2, the winter-time
seasonal mean of the surface current curl, wind stress curl, 10 m wind curl, and 10 m wind
divergence over the Gulf Stream region are shown in Figure 4. Regardless of the inclusion of
the current feedback, to the right of the maximum Gulf Stream extension current there is a
large region of negative ocean-relative vorticity, and to the left of the maximum Gulf Stream
extension current there is a slightly smaller region of positive ocean-relative vorticity.
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Similar to the pattern observed with the ocean-relative vorticity, the surface wind
divergence pattern also exists regardless of the inclusion of the current feedback, indicating
a thermodynamic dependence. The surface wind divergence has been found to have a
close relationship with the downwind SST gradient [6,7]. In the Gulf Stream extension
region, the surface wind typically is from the west to northwest, which leads to generally
positive divergence over the cooler water to the north of and overlapping with the Gulf
Stream extension and negative divergence, or convergence, over the warmer water to the
south of and overlapping with the Gulf Stream extension [41,42]. Due to the SST feedback
dominating for the prevalent wind directions, negative ocean vorticity (generally right of
the Gulf Stream extension) is typically associated with surface convergence, while positive
ocean vorticity (generally left of the Gulf Stream extension) is associated with areas of
surface divergence as well as areas of surface convergence.

The stress curl and wind curl patterns with respect to the ocean-relative vorticity pat-
tern are found to be dependent on the current feedback [12]. When the current feedback is
not included (a2o2), there is a slight positive relationship between the stress curl pattern and
the ocean-relative vorticity, due to the SST feedback [1]. As discussed in the Introduction,
the wind stress curl is proportional to the crosswind SST gradient; hence this SST-related
response is a sinusoidal function of the wind direction relative to the SST gradient [43]. In
contrast, current-induced wind curl is only weakly dependent on wind direction relative to
the current gradient [43]. When current feedback is included (a2o2-cfb), it counteracts the
SST feedback and allows for positive current vorticity to create a negative surface stress
curl and a positive wind curl [12] in areas SST feedback would cause a negative wind curl,
as seen in Figure 4. A positive ocean vorticity (generally left of the Gulf Stream extension)
is found to be associated with negative stress curl and positive wind curl, while a negative
ocean vorticity (generally right of the Gulf Stream extension) is found to be associated with
positive stress curl and negative wind curl.

Figure 5 shows the corresponding PDFs of the winter-season parameter means shown
in Figure 4. To more clearly identify differences between the models, the PDFs have been
separated based on the corresponding ocean vorticity value. In agreement with the results
above, the ocean vorticity and the wind divergence PDFs are very similar regardless of the
inclusion of the current feedback. For negative ocean vorticity, current coupling causes
the wind divergence PDF (solid lines) peak to be shifted to greater convergence, while the
wind divergence peaks in regions of positive ocean vorticity (dashed lines) are shown to be
close to zero. Conversely, the stress curl and wind curl patterns do show greater differences
based on the current feedback. The a2o2 stress curl and wind curl peaks are shown to be
close to zero. In regions of negative ocean vorticity, the a2o2-cfb stress curl peak is shifted
towards positive values and the wind curl peak is shifted towards negative values. In
regions of positive ocean vorticity, the a2o2-cfb stress curl peak is shifted towards negative
values and the wind curl peak is shifted towards positive values. These results reinforce
the relationships between ocean vorticity and stress curl, wind curl, and wind divergence
discussed above.

3.1.1. Surface Stress Curl

Coupling coefficients have been used often in previous studies to show the linear
relationship between two variables [6,12,33,44]. The surface stress response to including vs.
neglecting the current feedback is determined with coupling coefficients between ocean
surface current-relative vorticity and stress curl (sτ). Separate coupling coefficients are
calculated for positive vs. negative ocean-relative vorticity values. The hourly output fields
were first temporally averaged using a 1-day running mean. Then, a 30 km high-pass
Gaussian spatial filter was applied to separate the small-scale (submesoscale) impact vs.
the large-scale impact.
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Binned scatterplots of the small-scale and large-scale sτ over the winter season are
shown in Figure 6. When the current feedback is not included (a2o2), there is generally
a slight positive relationship between the ocean-relative vorticity and surface stress curl
at both the small-scale and the large-scale. This is due to the SST feedback. When the
current feedback is included (a2o2-cfb), there is a negative relationship between the ocean-
relative vorticity and surface stress curl. This is expected from the discussion above and in
agreement with previous studies. For example, Ref. [17] determined sτ to be ~−2.9 10−3 N
m−4 s2 |Ua| + 0.008 N m−3 s, based on a global coupled model simulation with a temporal
average applied using a 29-day running mean and removing the large-scale signal with a
1◦ high-pass Gaussian spatial filter. If we assume an average wind speed of ~6.4 m s−1 (the
3-month average wind speed in our a2o2-cfb model simulation), then, following [17], sτ

should be ~−0.0106 N m−3 s. This estimate is found to be similar to our a2o2-cfb average
small-scale coupling coefficient (sτ = −0.0163 N m−3 s) and average large-scale coupling
coefficient (sτ = −0.0142 N m−3 s). It is noted that there is a discontinuity in the linear
relationship between negative and positive ocean vorticity values. This is likely a result of
the thermal feedback partially counteracting the current feedback at low ocean vorticity
and wind speeds, or impacts from other small-scale processes, such as atmospheric inertia
gravity waves, near-inertial oscillations, and waves [45]. When a longer averaging window
(i.e., 29 days) is applied to the hourly output, this discontinuity is dramatically reduced,
which is expected if it is due to each of the processes mentioned above.
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Figure 6. Binned scatterplot of the winter season time series of 1-day running mean of small-scale
(<30 km, blue) and large-scale (>30 km, orange) wind stress curl and ocean-relative vorticity for the
a2o2 (left) and the a2o2-cfb (right) simulations. Error bars represent the uncertainty in the mean with
a 99.7% confidence [46]. The slope is the coupling coefficient in N s m−3.

3.1.2. Ten Meter Wind Curl and Divergence

The 10 m wind response to including vs. neglecting the current feedback is shown
with coupling coefficients between ocean surface current-relative vorticity and 10 m wind
curl (sw), as well as between ocean surface current-relative vorticity and 10 m wind di-
vergence (sd). Binned scatterplots of the small-scale and large-scale sw and sd over the
winter season are shown in Figure 7. When the current feedback is not included (a2o2), the
wind curl small-scale and large-scale coupling coefficient generally shows a slight positive
relationship with the ocean-relative vorticity. When the current feedback is included (a2o2-
cfb), the magnitude of both the small-scale and large-scale sw increases dramatically and
maintains the positive relationship. Our a2o2-cfb average small-scale coupling coefficient
(sw = 0.1917) and average large-scale coupling coefficient (sw = 0.3505) agree well with
previous studies. For example, Ref. [12] found sw = 0.23 with a 150 km spatial filter applied
over the California upwelling system and [43] found a mean value of sw to be ~0.3 with
a 1◦ spatial filter over the global oceans. sw is noted to change regionally and seasonally
because it is wind speed dependent.

While the current feedback leads to dramatic differences in the stress curl and wind
curl patterns, there is less of an impact on the wind divergence. The authors of [17]
discuss that the current feedback does not systematically impact the wind divergence
because the oceanic currents are very nearly geostrophic and mainly rotational at the
mesoscale. However, our model simulations have a 2 km ocean and atmosphere, which
are submesoscale-permitting and are therefore impacted by submesoscale processes that
do not necessarily follow geostrophy. Additionally, Ref. [33] determined that while the
current feedback dominates the thermal (SST) feedback for the wind stress curl, it does
have a smaller contribution for the wind stress divergence. The authors showed that
including the current feedback leads to an increase in magnitude of the stress divergence
coupling coefficient. Our results do show that when the current feedback is included, sd
generally increases in magnitude. For example, regardless of the inclusion of the current
feedback, the small-scale wind divergence has a negative relationship with the ocean-
relative vorticity. When the current feedback is included, our average small-scale coupling
coefficient increases in magnitude from −0.01825 to −0.0409. The large-scale sd is found
to be dependent on the sign of the ocean-relative vorticity. Over positive ocean-relative
vorticity, there is negative large-scale sd that is complimentary to the small-scale sd, and
over negative ocean-relative vorticity, there is positive large-scale sd that is counteractive to
the small-scale sd. When the current feedback is included, the large-scale sd increases in
magnitude from −0.0552 to −0.0979 over positive ocean-relative vorticity and decreases
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in magnitude from 0.1857 to 0.1584 over negative ocean-relative vorticity. Additionally,
we found the large-scale wind divergence is skewed towards negative divergence. This
is due to the time-means being dominated by strong convergence associated with large
storm systems [42]. These relationships imply that when the current feedback is included,
the complimentary small-scale and large-scale motions lead to an enhancement of surface
convergence over positive ocean-relative vorticity and the counteractive small-scale and
large-scale motions lead to an enhancement of surface divergence over negative ocean-
relative vorticity.
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3.1.3. Zonal Momentum Budget

Long-term averages, such as those shown and discussed above, provide statistically
robust results and are used in determining broad dependencies; however, it is also necessary
to examine individual time steps or events to identify physical processes involved. Because
current feedback has its largest impacts when there is a large change in stress, areas
associated with higher winds (i.e., atmospheric fronts) and stronger currents (i.e., the Gulf
Stream) are ideal for investigating responses. Figure 8 shows a single snapshot example of
an atmospheric front crossing the Gulf Stream extension on 1 January 2016 at 00 UTC. Here,
we perform an analysis of the 10 m zonal momentum budget of this example to determine
the primary physical processes associated with the surface wind variability.
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where u and v are the velocity components, σ is used for the transformation of the vertical
coordinate, f is the Coriolis parameter, Du represents the sub-grid scale vertical mixing,
KH is the horizontal mixing coefficient, Cp is the specific heat of air at constant pressure
(1004 J kg−1 K−1), and θv is the virtual potential temperature. π is related to pressure with
the Exner function π = (p/p0)

Rd/Cp = π(z) + π′(x, y, z, t), where p is pressure, p0 is a
reference pressure of 1000 hPa, and Rd is the dry gas constant (287 J kg−1 K−1). The first
three terms on the right-hand side of Equation (5) are the horizontal and vertical advection.
The fourth term is the Coriolis term. The fifth term is the vertical, or turbulent, mixing term.
The sixth term is the horizontal mixing term. The last term is the pressure gradient term.
Within COAMPS_ATM, the horizontal mixing term (term 6) is set to zero.

Due to the variability between model simulations without data assimilation (i.e., the
Gulf Stream in slightly different locations), a point-by-point comparison between the simu-
lations is not informative. Instead, we compare cross-sections centered on the maximum
current magnitude along a given longitude that extends +/−2◦ in latitude. Specifically,
for the momentum budget in this example, the Gulf Stream extension maximum current
was determined along 71◦ W for each simulation. The primary 10 m momentum budget
terms are shown in Figure 9. The contribution from vertical advection to the total zonal
momentum budget was found to be negligible (as expected near the surface), and therefore
not shown. As can be seen with the Coriolis term, the atmospheric front is found close to
100 km to the south of the maximum current for the a2o2 simulation and close to 75 km
south of the maximum current for the a2o2-cfb simulation. The momentum budget terms
are seen to increase in magnitude from approximately 50 km north of the Gulf Stream max-
imum current to the location of the front south of the maximum current. This is expected
due to the corresponding increase in surface winds associated with and behind the front.
In each of the simulations, there is largely a balance between the pressure gradient term
and the vertical mixing term, in agreement with [8]. However, the zonal advection term
has larger contributions with larger wind speeds, i.e., in the frontal region. The relative
contribution of the zonal advection term compared to the pressure gradient or vertical
mixing terms is also further enhanced in the a2o2-cfb simulation, and is notably greater in
magnitude where the current gradients are relatively strong.
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Figure 9. Zonal momentum budget at 10 m along 71◦ W from 1 January 2016 at 00 UTC for the a2o2
(left) and the a2o2-cfb (right) simulations. The solid gray line indicates the maximum current in the
Gulf Stream extension. The viewpoint is from upstream with north to the left and south to the right
of the maximum current.

3.1.4. Dependence on Surface Current Gradients

Many previous studies [6,42,43] have demonstrated that the curl of the surface wind
stress is linearly correlated with the crosswind component of the SST gradient, particularly
over SST fronts. The authors of [8] additionally investigated and found the relationship
between the curl of the wind and the cross-wind component of the current gradient (CWCG)
to be important when the current feedback is included, particularly with high resolution
models. The CWCG, or the gradient of the current perpendicular to the wind vector, is
defined as

CWCG = k̂·

∇⇀
Ucurr ×

⇀
U10∣∣∣∣⇀U10

∣∣∣∣
 (6)

where
⇀
U10 is the absolute wind from the model. To better understand the physical pro-

cesses driving the momentum budget terms, we examined surface processes relevant to
horizontal advection. We found the CWCG to be a primary contributing factor driving the
horizontal advection.

Following the discussion on the zonal momentum budget, Figure 10 shows the hourly
zonal advection PDF binned by the CWCG for 5 days (30 December 2015–3 January 2016)
for a smaller region over the Gulf Stream extension (70–73◦ W and 36–39◦ N). The wind
curl PDF binned by the CWCG is also shown for comparison. Regardless of the current
feedback, the zonal advection has a negative relationship with the CWCG, while the wind
curl has a positive relationship with the CWCG. A negative CWCG corresponds to negative
wind curl [8], as well as positive zonal advection. When the current feedback is included,
there is a more extreme systematic shift in the PDF peaks, with positive CWCG having a
disproportionally stronger impact with negative zonal advection. Additionally, the PDFs
have a wider distribution for stronger CWCGs. This shows that more extreme zonal
advection and wind curl values are associated with stronger CWCG when the current
feedback is included. It should also be noted that the width of the PDFs indicates that other
factors also contribute to the zonal advection and wind curl, although there is organization
provided by currents. This finding implies that dependence of the drag coefficient on these
other factors (e.g., wind speed and boundary layer stability) have non-negligible impacts
on the distribution of relative vorticity.
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Figure 10. PDFs of the zonal advection (top) and wind curl (bottom) binned by the cross-wind
component of the current gradient (m s−1 per 100 km) for 5 days (30 December 2015–3 January 2016)
for a smaller region over the Gulf Stream extension (70–73◦ W and 36–39◦ N) for the a2o2 (left) and
the a2o2-cfb (right) simulations.

3.2. Secondary Atmospheric Circulation Impacts

Along with the direct changes to atmospheric surface stress and winds when the
current feedback is included, there are also secondary impacts (anomalous circulation
patterns) within both the atmosphere and the ocean. The secondary circulations in the
atmosphere consist of an atmospheric surface divergence, and the vertical integration of
the divergence resulting in vertical motion [47–49], as expected from an Ekman model
of the atmospheric boundary layer. Here, we explore the current feedback impacts on
the secondary circulations over the Gulf Stream extension. Similar to the analysis of the
momentum budget, we compare cross-sections along a given longitude that is centered
on the maximum current magnitude within the Gulf Stream extension and extends +/−2◦

in latitude. Specifically, for each simulation, the Gulf Stream maximum current was
determined along 70◦ W every 00:00 UTC analysis time, and then averaged (relative to
the location of the maximum current) throughout the winter months (December, January,
and February). The winter-season mean vertical cross section of vertical motion (shaded),
atmospheric divergence (white contours), and atmospheric vorticity (black contours) is
shown in Figure 11. The winter-season mean ocean-relative vorticity for the same cross-
section is also included for reference. The maximum current (along 70◦ W) is denoted at
0 along the x-axis with a vertical solid gray line, locations to the north of the maximum
current are represented by negative distances, and locations to the south of the maximum
current are represented by positive distances. As a reminder, the a2o2 simulation only
includes the SST feedback, while the a2o2-cfb simulation includes both the SST feedback
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and the current feedback. For this discussion, we focus on the lower atmosphere below
800 mb.
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Figure 11. Winter-time seasonal mean of the vertical cross section across the Gulf Stream extension at
70◦ W for the a2o2 (top) and the a2o2-cfb (middle) simulations. Vertical motion is shaded, divergence
is in white contours, and vorticity is in black contours. Contours are at 3.5 × 10−5 s−1 intervals. The
solid gray line indicates the maximum current in the Gulf Stream extension. The viewpoint is from
upstream with north to the left and south to the right of the maximum current. The (bottom) shows
the corresponding a2o2 and a2o2-cfb winter-time seasonal mean of the ocean surface vorticity (s−1)
across the Gulf Stream extension at 70◦ W.
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To the right (south) of the maximum current in the Gulf Stream extension, there is
negative ocean-relative vorticity throughout most of the given range, with slight positive
ocean-relative vorticity around 100 km and >200 km from the maximum current. With-
out the current feedback (a2o2), there is generally low-level convergence (or negative
divergence), positive atmospheric vorticity, and upward vertical motion in this section.
Including the current feedback (a2o2-cfb) leads to reduced low-level convergence (or in-
creased surface divergence), reduced positive (or increased negative) atmospheric vorticity,
and reduced upward (or increased downward) vertical motion.

To the left (north) of the maximum current in the Gulf Stream extension, there is
positive ocean-relative vorticity from the maximum current to about 120 km, followed
by negative ocean-relative vorticity. Without the current feedback (a2o2), there is overall
low-level divergence, negative atmospheric vorticity, and downward vertical motion over
the region of positive ocean-relative vorticity. When the current feedback is included (a2o2-
cfb), there is increased low-level convergence, increased positive atmospheric vorticity,
and enhanced upward vertical motion. Another feature to note from both simulations is
enhanced upward vertical motion from the maximum current to approximately 20 km north.
This signal is strongly correlated with surface convergence from strong storm systems [42]
and frequent atmospheric fronts [36], which exhibit a northward tilt with height.

The atmospheric vorticity and divergence patterns from these simulations are antici-
pated from the sw and sd relationships discussed above. Both the small-scale and large-scale
sw are positive, with enhanced slopes when the current feedback is included. Therefore,
when the current feedback is included, there will be enhanced negative wind curl (vor-
ticity) to the right of the maximum current over the negative ocean-relative vorticity and
enhanced positive wind curl (vorticity) to the left of the maximum current over the positive
ocean-relative vorticity. The small-scale sd are also positive, with enhanced slopes when
the current feedback is included. The large-scale sd depend on the ocean sign of relative
vorticity values, but are always associated with low-level convergence. To the right of the
maximum current over negative ocean-relative vorticity, the small-scale and large-scale sd
are counteractive, while to the left of the maximum current over positive ocean-relative
vorticity, the small-scale and large-scale sd are complimentary. Therefore, when the cur-
rent feedback is included there will be enhanced low-level divergence to the right of the
maximum current over the negative ocean-relative vorticity and enhanced low-level conver-
gence to the left of the maximum current over the positive ocean-relative vorticity. It should
be noted that these are enhancements to the low-level divergence patterns determined by
the SST feedback patterns. In both simulations, areas of low-level divergence are associated
with downward vertical motion and areas of low-level convergence are associated with
upward vertical motion in the atmospheric boundary layer.

4. Discussion

The physical processes involved in the current feedback identified by [10,12] are
further investigated in this study. The primary circulations are discussed in Section 3 and
the secondary circulations are discussed in Section 4. As discussed above, when the current
feedback is included the primary and secondary circulations cause different feedbacks on
either side of the Gulf Stream extension. Both small-scale (<30 km) and large-scale (>30 km)
primary and secondary ocean–atmosphere circulations induced by the current gradients,
specifically over the Gulf Stream extension, are depicted in Figure 12. The Gulf Stream
extension is shown with a green arrow in the middle of the diagram. South is to the right
of the Gulf Stream extension and right in the diagram, while North is to the left of the Gulf
Stream extension and left in the diagram.
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Figure 12. Conceptual diagram of the current feedback impacts over the Gulf Stream extension,
with currents and winds moving in the same direction (green arrow). The primary circulations are
represented by arrow rings: blue arrow rings indicate wind curl, red arrow rings indicate wind stress
curl, and green arrow rings indicate ocean surface vorticity. Secondary circulations (vertical motion
and divergence) are represented by grey arrows (large-scale) and black arrows (small-scale). The
secondary circulations are in the vertical plane perpendicular to the current.

The primary horizontal circulations shown in this diagram have been identified
previously in current feedback modeling studies [8,10,14,33]. The ocean primary horizontal
circulation is related to the current-induced ocean-surface-relative vorticity (green arrow
rings). The atmospheric primary horizontal circulation anomalies due to currents are
related to the curl of the surface stress (red arrow rings) and the curl of the absolute
winds (blue arrow rings), which is equal to the curl of the surface currents plus the curl
of the surface-relative winds, and is strongly influenced by stress. While the presence
of the atmospheric circulations is determined by the inclusion of the current feedback
(i.e., allowing the ocean to modify the atmosphere) as well as the thermal feedback, the
ocean circulations will exist regardless of feedback, although they can be influenced by
changes in the atmosphere [50]. The large-scale and small-scale primary impacts are found
to be complimentary to each other.

The secondary circulations are modifications to the primary circulations via feedbacks
and are found in the vertical plane perpendicular to the currents. The small-scale secondary
atmospheric circulations are depicted with dark grey arrows, while the large-scale sec-
ondary circulations are depicted with light grey curved arrows. These circulations consist
of the vertical motions and surface divergence associated with the primary circulations, and
include the response higher in the atmosphere. The large-scale and small-scale secondary
impacts are found to oppose each other over regions of negative ocean-relative vorticity
and support each other over regions of positive ocean-relative vorticity. As a reminder, the
secondary circulations depicted here are due to the inclusion of the current feedback and
do not depict the thermal feedback impacts.

The current feedback impacts on the secondary atmospheric circulations also have
further implications. For example, changes in the atmospheric vertical circulation will
impact the heat budget in the atmospheric planetary boundary layer (PBL) and the ocean
mixed layer (akin to [8]); precipitation depending on the sign of the vertical velocity;
and the relative humidity, which could also impact modeled storm intensity. If current
gradients are as ubiquitous as suggested by recent global coupled ocean–atmosphere
simulations, comprised of the Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS) atmospheric
model coupled to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology general circulation ocean
model (MITgcm) [36,51], then changes to atmospheric vertical motion will also change
the stratification in the PBL. The change in vertical velocities near the top of the PBL will
change the momentum flux throughout the entire PBL, and hence change the horizontal
winds near the top of the PBL (in both the PBL and the free atmosphere). This suggests
that atmospheric advection of heat and moisture would be slightly modified, which would
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impact rainfall on land when that rainfall is related to onshore flow, as is typical for many
coastal regions that experience monsoon rains. These impacts suggest that changes to the
heat and water cycle could be physically important, not only for weather time-scales, but
also for climate time-scales. Studying such impacts requires a high-resolution coupled
model, likely run with higher resolution than [51], which produced a data volume from a
14-month simulation that is currently prohibitive to share.

While this study demonstrates the influence current feedback has at the surface as
well as throughout the atmospheric boundary layer with the secondary circulation, there
are many potential avenues related to the current feedback that have yet to be discussed
or studied. While these are not explored in detail here, they are worth highlighting and
should be included in future research efforts. First, the region and season for this study
was selected due to the increase in submesoscale activity during winter months; however,
current feedback impacts due to submesoscale processes and features in other regions and
seasons should also be explored. Also, the vertical extent of the secondary circulations is
not confined to the surface, but rather extends throughout the atmospheric vertical column
(within the troposphere). This implies the current feedback would impact the height of the
boundary layer, as well as the exchange between the boundary layer and free atmosphere.
Additionally, the secondary circulation impacts are not confined to only the strong current
region (i.e., the Gulf Stream extension), but extend to weaker current regions, both north
and south of the Gulf Stream extension. The widespread current feedback changes to
vertical velocity and surface divergence will also result in changes in cloud formation and
precipitation patterns, which will have further impacts on both weather and climate. It is
also noted that some changes might enhance storm intensity, while some changes might
reduce storm intensity. Thus, a future with stronger or weaker currents could impact the
climatology of marine storms. Finally, it should be noted that the selection of model surface
flux parameterizations could have a significant impact on the modelling results. Here, we
selected the COARE surface flux parameterization, which has been extensively validated
with wind speed and boundary layer stability dependent means of in situ observations and
is consistent with many previous modelling studies. However, other factors influenced
by currents, such as sea state, could play important roles in modifying stress and the
ocean/atmosphere coupling examined herein. It is noted, that the stronger response to
curl found by [8] using the Taylor and Yelland parameterization [52] would suggest that
our impacts will be an underestimation. The dependence of stress on sea state is highly
controversial, with substantially different dependencies [15,16], suggesting that a future
study should examine the impacts of various sea state dependencies. Careful examination
of the relationships presented here—particularly those between ocean-relative vorticity,
surface stress curl, and surface wind curl—should be performed using three-way coupled
atmosphere–ocean–wave models to assess which model characteristics are sufficiently
different to be distinguished with observations.

5. Conclusions

This study uses high-resolution two-way coupled atmosphere–ocean models over the
Gulf Stream region to examine the atmospheric dynamic response (both at the surface and
throughout the atmospheric boundary layer) of coupling currents to the atmospheric wind
stress over a winter season. The direct impact of the current feedback is a modification to
the surface stress. When the surface currents and winds are moving in roughly the same
direction (typically within the Gulf Stream extension), the current feedback reduces the
wind stress and enhances the wind magnitude by modifying the vector wind component
parallel the currents. Conversely, when the surface currents and winds are moving in
the opposite direction (typically in the northward branch of the Gulf Stream), the current
feedback increases the wind stress and reduces the wind magnitude. During typical winter-
time conditions (winds and currents flowing in a similar direction), we found the current
feedback causes a mean reduction in the wind stress by changing the vertical wind shear
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over the Gulf Stream region, and a mean increase to absolute winds by changing their
frame of reference and by changing the wind stress.

In addition to the direct surface wind and stress responses to the current feedback,
primary horizontal and secondary vertical circulations are also induced. These circulations
are summarized with a conceptual diagram (Figure 12) over the Gulf Stream extension.
Primary circulations refer to the ocean surface vorticity, the curl of the surface stress, and
the wind curl. The secondary circulations are in the vertical plane perpendicular to the
current, which consist of the vertical motions and surface divergence closely related to the
primary circulation and include the response higher in the atmosphere. The ocean surface
vorticity pattern exists regardless of the current feedback. However, the surface stress curl
and wind curl patterns only exist when the current feedback is included. These patterns
are found to be correlated with the cross-wind component of the current gradient.

To further expand on the present understanding of the current feedback impacts on
the atmospheric surface dynamics, we separated the atmospheric surface responses (wind
stress, surface wind speed, and surface wind divergence) to the current feedback into small-
scale (<30 km) vs. large-scale (>30 km) responses. These responses are commonly referred
to as coupling coefficients. When the current feedback is included, the small-scale and large-
scale surface stress curl and surface wind curl patterns are shown to be complimentary. The
surface stress curl patterns have a negative relationship with the ocean surface vorticity
pattern, while the absolute wind curl patterns are shown to have an enhanced positive
relationship. During typical winter-time conditions (and presumably other times of year),
the small-scale surface wind divergence is found to counter or reduce the effect of the
large-scale surface wind divergence over negative ocean vorticity and support or increase
the effect of the large-scale surface wind divergence over positive ocean vorticity.

One of the novel findings of this study is that the atmospheric dynamic responses,
both at the surface and throughout the atmospheric boundary layer, have a dependency on
the relative position of the maximum current within the Gulf Stream extension. Including
the current feedback leads to enhanced downward vertical motion in the lower atmosphere
with surface divergence to the right of the Gulf Stream extension and enhanced upward
vertical motion in the lower atmosphere with surface convergence to the left of the Gulf
Stream extension. Because the current feedback impacts both the small-scale and large-
scale motions throughout the atmospheric boundary layer, the implication is that it will be
important on both weather and climate time-scales.
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